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GUESTS FROM GERMANY

Sebastian Schipper (director) (VICTORIA)
AKIZ (director), Amir Hamz (producer) (DER NACHTMAHRR)
Lars Kraume (director) (THE PEOPLE VS. FRITZ BAUER)
Till Nowak (director) (DISSONANCE)
Fabian Gasmia, Henning Kamm (producers) (FOREVER OVER)

OFFICIAL COMPETITION
CEMETERY OF SPLENDOUR
by Apichatpong Weerasethakul (TH/GB/DE/FR/MY)

FIRST FEATURE COMPETITION
LAMB by Yared Zeleke (FR/DE/ET/NO)

DOCUMENTARY COMPETITION
CENSORED VOICES by Mor Loushy (IL/DE)
FRANCOFONIA by Alexander Sokurov (FR/DE/NL)
MR. GAGA by Tomer Heymann (IL/SE/DE/NL)

SHORT FILM COMPETITION
DISSONANCE by Till Nowak

CULT
SEXPOLEX by Jörg Weidner

DARE
ARABIAN NIGHTS – VOLUME 1, THE RESTLESS ONE,
ARABIAN NIGHTS – VOLUME 2, THE DESOLATE ONE,
ARABIAN NIGHTS – VOLUME 3, THE ENCHANTED ONE
by Miguel Gomes (PT/FR/DE/CH)
BABAI by Visar Morina (DE/XK/MK/FR)
FLAPPING IN THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE
by Nguyen Hoang Diep (VN/FR/NO/DE)
HOMESICK by Jakob M. Erwa
ONE FLOOR BELOW by Radu Muntean (RO/FR/DE/SE)
DER NACHTMAHRR by AKIZ

DEBATE
A GIRL’S DAY by Rosa Hannah Ziegler
MEDITERRANEAN by Jonas Carpignano (IT/FR/US/DE)
THE MEMORY OF JUSTICE
by Marcel Ophüls (GB/DE/US/FR)
THE PEOPLE VS. FRITZ BAUER by Lars Kraume

EXPERIMENTA
RADIO AT NIGHT / RAKING LIGHTS /
THE MISTY SUITE by James Richards (GB/DE)
REMAINDER by Omar Fast (GB/DE)

JOURNEY
LAND OF MINE by Martin Zandvliet (DK/DE)
PETTING ZOO by Micah Magee (DE/GR/US)
SWORN VIRGIN by Laura Bispuri (IT/CH/DE/AL/XK)

LAUGH
AVE MARIA by Basil Khalil (PS/FR/DE)
FOREVER OVER by Erik Schmitt
MEN AND CHICKEN
by Anders Thomas Jensen (DK/DE)

LOVE
AN by Naomi Kawase (JP/FR/DE)
BOX by Florin Șerban (FR/DE/R0)
EL LEGADO by Roberto Anjari-Rossi
FOREVER OVER by Erik Schmitt
MY SKINNY SISTER by Sanna Lenken (SE/DE)
VARIÉTÉ by Ewald André Dupont

SONIC
RUINED HEART: ANOTHER LOVESTORY
BETWEEN A CRIMINAL & A WHORE
by Khavn de la Cruz (PH/DE)
THREE STONES FOR JEAN GENET
by Frieder Schlaich

THRILL
VICTORIA by Sebastian Schipper
WEDNESDAY 04:45 by Alexis Alexion (DE/GR/IL)

TREASURES
THE MEMORY OF JUSTICE by Marcel Ophüls (GB/DE/US/FR)
VARIÉTÉ by Ewald André Dupont
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